Join our community...

• We research animal behaviour, climate change, conservation, ecology, evolution, genetics and genomics, paleobiology, physiology, and many other areas.

• Join our research community:
  • become a volunteer to “try out” a research group.
  • pursue a research degree and join a research group.

• The Department of Biological Sciences web page has more information about our researchers.
A research degree?

- Bachelor Degree [AQF7]
- MRes/BPhil Coursework (1 yr)
- MRes Research (1 yr)
- Bachelor of Philosophy [AQF8]
- Master of Research [AQF9]
- PhD Research (3 yrs)
- A career in science...
  - ... or any other career that benefits from understanding scientific research
- Get a job?
  - ... in any field that benefits from your scientific knowledge.
BPhil/MRes goals

• Find your intellectual passion
• Push your limits and discover the unknown
• Become a producer of knowledge
• Find an intellectual home (supervisor / research group)
• Yr 1: Prepare to conduct a masters research project
• Yr 2: Conduct a 9 month research project
BPhil/MRes entry

• April 30th is the application deadline for an August 2021 start (how to apply webpage)

• Bachelor degree in relevant discipline
  • apply in your final semester of Bachelor study

• Minimum overall GPA of 4.38 of 7 (WAM ~ 63%) and GPA of 5.25 of 7 (WAM ~ 75%) at 3000 level

• A paragraph about your research interests

• For more information about an MRes in Biology contact: Matthew Kosnik, Matthew.Kosnik@mq.edu.au